JOI study: Surgical techniques compared for reconstructing the jaw for dental implants

For a successful dental implant, the first step for some patients is reconstructive surgery of the jaw. A bone graft to augment the upper jaw can now be achieved by several methods. To assess these methods, their risk of sinus perforation and the best evaluation technology, researchers put these procedures to the test on 20 human cadaver specimens.

The Journal of Oral Implantology presented a pilot study comparing transcrestal techniques for maxillary sinus floor elevation. This is a surgical procedure that increases bone volume and prepares the upper jaw for dental implants. The study sought to determine if any of the techniques carried a greater risk of surgical complications.

Perforation of the sinus membrane is the most common surgical complication associated with maxillary sinus floor elevation. Perforations have been linked to acute or chronic sinus infection, edema, bleeding, loss of bone graft material and failure of the implant.

The conventional method for this procedure is the lateral approach, which gains surgical access through the zygomatic bone bordering the maxillary sinus cavity. While this is an invasive technique, there is a low incidence of complications.

A less invasive procedure uses a crestal approach through the osteotomy prepared for dental implant placement. However, this is a sensitive technique that restricts the surgeon’s direct visual examination.

The current study used 20 human cadaver specimens with 40 intact sinuses, as test subjects for three transcrestal surgical techniques. One experimental group used the DASK kit, which features specially designed surgical drills to apply mechanical and hydraulic pressure. Another experimental group received a surgical protocol that permitted entry into the sinus through crestal bone that had been eliminated during site preparation. A control group was treated with the osteotome/crestal sinus membrane elevation, or OCSME, technique.

Postoperative assessment of the specimens determined whether membrane perforation had occurred. Direct visual endoscopy, cone-beam computerized tomography, and periapical radiographs were used.

While the study found endoscopy to be the preferred form of detecting membrane perforations, no significant differences were found in the rate of perforations among the surgical techniques used.


ICOI celebrates milestone with a look at implant dentistry’s innovations, complications and controversies

For 40 years, the ICOI has been educating clinicians on implant dentistry, along with all the innovations, complications and controversies that go with it. During its recent ICOI World Congress, the organization honored that history and took a look back at where this once fledgling “study club” came from.

What once was run from the office of ICOI co-chair Dr. Kenneth Judy now occupies an entire floor of an office building in Upper Montclair, N.J. What once started as a small group of clinicians has now grown to encompass more than 13,000 dues-paying members and spans all continents except for Antarctica.

September’s World Congress XXIX was

Participants flow through the exhibit hall at the ICOI World Congress in Florida this September. (Photo/Anna Kataoka-Wlodarczyk, Dental Tribune)
ITI Congress Canada: Analyzing the risks and benefits of emerging technologies

This year’s International Team for Implantology (ITI) Congress Canada took place in September in Toronto. Close to 250 professionals in implant dentistry attended the congress that undertook to analyze the risks and benefits of emerging technologies in implant dentistry and scrutinize them against the backdrop of current best practices. The two-day congress included top-class lectures given by specialists from Canada and abroad.

The first day was devoted entirely to Urs Belser and Daniel Buser (Switzerland), who presented an evidence-based rationale for early implant placement and contour augmentation, handling of esthetic failures, fixed implant restorations in the esthetic zone, treatment planning principles for the esthetic zone, the use of provisional flaps on final esthetics and more.

The second day brought together Canadian clinicians from across the country and beyond to discuss topics ranging from technology transfer to each and every step along the digital workflow. For the first time, the ITInet Global Forum came into play for the question period after each session. “We were extremely gratified by the response of the attendees, all of whom were very satisfied knowing that we had provided them with a superb encapsulation of emerging technologies, put them under the microscope and provided the tools to evaluate them,” said Robert Carmichael, education delegate of the ITI section Canada.

The ITI Congress Canada was also the setting for the presentation of the André Schroeder Research Prize 2012 to Dr. Cornelius von Wilmowsky, a PhD dentist, oral surgeon and researcher at Friedrich Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany. The ITI’s 13,000th member, Dr. Adam Kaplan, was also welcomed during the congress.
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Tell us what you think!

Do you have general comments or criticism you would like to share? Is there a particular topic you would like to see articles about in Implant Tribune? Let us know by e-mailing feedback@dentaltribune.com. We look forward to hearing from you!

If you find a factual error or content that requires clarification, please report the details to Managing Editor Sierra Rendon at s.rendon@dental-tribune.com.

Dental Tribune cannot assume responsibility for the validity of product claims or for typographical errors. The publisher also does not assume responsibility for product names or statements made by advertisers. Opinions expressed by authors are their own and may not reflect those of Dental Tribune America.
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Dental Implant System

Compatibility.
Uses the same drills, drivers, and prosthetics.

Confidence.
Knowing your referrals already have the right components.

Cost.
Only $145.99 per implant, why pay more?

* Implants must be on the same invoice. Limit of 1 (one) free implant per new user.
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THE SYNTHETIC SOLUTION TO BONE REGENERATION

NovaBone® is the only dental bone graft putty that is completely synthetic with excellent and reliable bone formation characteristics. It is indicated primarily for implant related surgeries including but not limited to sinus elevation surgeries, extraction sockets, ridge augmentations, etc. Putty does not require mixing as it is dispensed in a pre-mixed state ready for implantation!

NovaBone Dental Putty is available in multiple delivery mechanisms including syringes, shells & cartridges. The consistency and formulation of the putty is identical in the various delivery systems.

NOVABONE DENTAL PUTTY CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

A NA3620 0.5cc Cartridges 2/pk 52.25
NA3640 0.5cc Cartridges 6/pk 25.99
NA3621 1.0cc Cartridges 2/pk 41.00
NA3600 Cartridge Dispenser each 99.99

NOVABONE DENTAL PUTTY SYRINGE

A NA1610 0.5cc Syringe 1/pk 10.50
NA1611 1.0cc Syringe 1/pk 19.00
NA1612 2.0cc Syringe 1/pk 33.50

NOVABONE DENTAL PUTTY CLAM SHELL

A NA6110 0.5cc Clam Shell 1/pk 59.00
NA6160 0.5cc Clam Shell 6/pk 39.49
NA6111 1.0cc Clam Shell 1/pk 179.00
NA6122 1.0cc Clam Shell 2/pk 39.19

Buy 6 get 1 FREE Offer, must mention this ad • Offer expires October 31, 2012.
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Mention this advertisement and for a limited time purchase two implants Get one FREE*
created and prepared by Dr. John Russo and includes a diversified and international faculty. Some of the topics covered included cone-beam CT diagnosis and treatment planning, the use of growth factors including stem cells; digital impressions from the perspectives of the clinician and the laboratory; and diagnosis, prevention and treatment of soft-tissue esthetic complications.

In addition, more than 100 implant dentistry-related exhibitors brought to the ICOI exhibit hall the newest and most advanced products and technology available on the market.